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SKILLED FURNITURE 
MAKERS SINCE 1931

William John White founded the company 
in 1931, and over the years we have grown to 
become one of the most established and iconic 
British manufacturers of high-quality furniture 
and bespoke residential installations.

The traditional skills and craftsmanship of our 
people continue to be central to our success, 
whilst considered investment in modern 
manufacturing technology has brought with it 
all the benefits of scale and efficiency.



It’s all about our heritage

We start our process with open ears 
and open minds, listening to the client, 
understanding their requirements and 
their space.

We then translate that understanding into 
the specification and design of unique 
products, enhanced by natural materials 
and exciting finishes.

We live for creating high end spaces, where 
only the finest veneers and finishes will do.

Our products are continually refined to 
suit the evolving needs of today’s spaces 
and to best utilise new and innovative 
materials for our clients.

Although our base is in England, our 
products and projects have a global reach. 
Our crafted products can be found across 
most of Europe, the Middle East, USA 
and Australia.

Our passion and enthusiasm for furniture 
has remained for over 85 years and will 
continue for many more.

OUR ETHOS 



OUR CRAFTSMAN

At WJ WHITE we’ve honed our craft for 
over 85 years. Through a culture of long 
serving craftsman, we are proud to share in 
the knowledge passed down from William 
John and continue his legacy with pride. 

Our team of high-level craftsman takes 
discipline, dedication and heart. We instil 
our enthusiastic apprentices with the skills, 
knowledge and passion to continue our legacy.

A CULTURE OF LONG 
SERVING CRAFTSMEN 



Our manufacturing facilities are based in the heart  
of The Wiltshire, England.

Here you will find a factory with the 
perfect blend of world class machinery 
and crafting spaces for the handmade 
skill that is at the heart of all we make.

You will also find a dedicated mock-up 
area, where clients can view and inspect 
prototype product, before committing to 
full manufacture.

 

Quality is our driver, and we have a 
passion for applying great skill and 
craftsmanship to everything we produce.

We have a broad range of exceptional 
products boasting integrated AV 
solutions and bespoke veneers to cater 
for a range of spaces.

Every joint, every edge and every handle 
is considered and conceived with the 
end user in mind.

CAPABILITIES



OUR PROJECTS

Our focus on luxury high-quality products  
enables us to deliver stylish solutions for  
corporate and residential spaces.

We work with a number of developers designing 
hand crafted kitchen and bathroom cabinets and 
storage solutions.

The same attention to detail and innovation that 
has underpinned our furniture making for so many 
years, is fast developing our reputation in the luxury 
residential market.



TO CREATE SOMETHING TRULY 
ORIGINAL, YOU MUST FIRST  
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE PAST.



HUDSON YARD, NYC

Poised on the city’s western waterfront, Hudson Yards 
transcends the imagination at every turn. A soaring 
tower of limestone and glass with sweeping panoramic 
views inside and out. This luxurious building offers a 
wealth of experiences to enrich the mind, body, and 
soul.

In an entirely new neighbourhood along Manhattan’s West 
Side—fourteen spectacular acres of lush parks, remarkable 
restaurants, elevated shopping, and cultural experiences, 
including The Shed—set a higher standard for what a 
neighbourhood should be.

WJ White has re-imagined kitchens across the luxury 
ninety-two story building. Each apartment has been 
specifically designed in line with the architect to maximize 
the spectacular views, inside and out. 



THE STEINWAY  
TOWER, NYC

The Manhattan tower and landmark, reinvented. The 
former Steinway building represents a commitment to 
the quality of craft, history, and thinking behind New 
York City’s classic skyscrapers.

The development will be a combination of the original 
landmarked Steinway building designed in 1925 by Warren 
& Wetmore. WJ White worked in conjunction with the 
Developer, architects and interior design studio Sofield to 
deliver a range of bespoke kitchens across this  
Manhattan landmark. 

Each kitchen has been tailored to the apartment, and a 
range of finishes from Oak to Marble has been used to 
deliver a bespoke high-quality finish to the client inline with 
the architects and interior designers. 



LUXURY  
RESIDENCES, NYC

Located in the northeast corner of Brooklyn, is a 43 
unit boutique condominium distinguished by its 
quality construction and exceptional living space. 
Wrought in golden grey brick, the building integrates 
a range of beautiful stones, including marbles, 
granites, quartz, and labradorite, as well as woods such 
as walnut and oak.

WJ White was fundamental in the creation of the 
walnut kitchens installed across each of the 43 boutique 
condominiums. With a high-quality finish, exceptional 
eye to detail and unique to each apartment the heart of 
the home really does stand out in a crowd.



OUR FURNITURE

We have been transforming executive 
office environments for decades, providing 
bespoke solutions for meetings, conference 
and boardroom spaces.

Our work in this area spans a range of blue chip 
companies in the financial and legal sectors. 
Working in close collaboration with architects 
and facilities managers we make spaces work, 
with desking, shelving, storage and audio visual 
solutions.

A CULTURE OF LONG 
SERVING CRAFTSMEN 
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Visit us at
wjwhite.co.uk

Customer Resolutions
sales@wjwhite.co.uk 

+ 44 (0)1793 837599


